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EDITORIAL
Hi Folks.
Another month has rolled on and with it a change of
editor for the Auckland Orienteer. Mervyn Paitry, who
has been at the helm for the last 12 months is
retiring and embarking on a cycling holiday. Fortunately there have
been several people who have expressed interest in taking over the
magazine and Marquita Gelderman is taking over the responsiblity.
A big thanks must go to Mervyn who has done a great job with the
magazine and who has been most helpful during the change-over of
editors.
The new address for the hundreds of articles you're all going to
write is Marquita 47A Forbes St, Royal Oak Ph 634-3676.
The deadline for the articles to be sent to Marquita's address is
on 17th July for the August issue.
Marquita

Gelderman

COMING EVENTS
Please note the full event list is on page 16 while below gives
directions to the events
JULY
Sun
5 One Tree Hill
Sun

19

Otakanini Topu, Woodhill Forest, turn off into Rimmer Rd
from SH16 towards Helensville and follow signs to event.

Sun

26

Training Day, Woodhill Forest, turn off into Rimmer Rd
from SH16 towards Helensville and follow signs to event.
ALL WELCOME!!

Sun

26

Raroa, Taupo-signposted Spa Rd-Broadlands Rd.

AUGUST
Sun

2

Temu Rd, Woodhill Forest, turn off into Rimmer Rd from
SH16 towards Helensville and follow signs to event.

Sun

9

Training Day-same directions as Sun 2 August

Sat

15

Omu Creek, Dargaville - refer to OY4 article on page

Sun

16

Phoebes Lake, Dargaville - refer to OY4 article on page

Sun

23

Muriwai, Woodhill Forest. Turn left off SH16 towards
Muriwai and follow the 'O' signs

Sun

23

Ngamotu Forest, Rotorua. From Rotorua turn east on SH38.
travel 5.8Km to Rerewhakaatu Road. Turn left and travel
6 Km to Rerwhakaatu. Turn left onto Ash Rd and travel
5.5Km, turn left(still on Ash Rd) and continue on Ngamotu
Rd for 9.6Km to event centre. Follow signs while
travelling.

Sun

30

Waiuku Forest, Waiuku. Follow signs from Waiuku township.
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LIFT OFFERED
For those in need of transport to and from events, please ring Tom
Davies Ph 278-4747 for help.

CENTRAL CHATTERBOX
*

A welcoming to new members Jos, Robert, Steven
Pols. Jos is a sports masseur(muscle manipulator)
and we Knead him too!. Robert(M17) is 7th form and
a Medical-school aspirant. Steve(M14) hopes to make
the Schools "O" team but a bit of senior pecking
order prevails, hmmmm!

*

Could travel plans be in the thoughts of John and
Briar G. I hear their house is on or off the market.

*

Farewell till Mid October to Darren Ashmore and Robert Jessop
who left on Tues 16th, Darren has recovered from his stressful
fractures and both are off to a comphrehensive tour joining up
with Alistair Landels.
13th - 16th June World "O" Champs
17th - 20th July "O"-Ringen Running Clinic
20th - 24th July "O" Ringen, the Swedish Biggie!
28th - 30th July World Student Champs, Scotland
16th Aug World Cup Event 4, Hungary
20th Aug World Cup Event 5, Austria
26th Aug French "O" Champs
29th Aug World Cup Event 6, Italy
3rd Oct World Cup Event 7, Canada
10th Oct World Cup Event 8, USA
Whew! I got lagged writing this.

*

Also itinerant are Andy and Jill Brewis on 1st July to Sweden
for the Big One. Then most likely the galloping Munro family
head off to Europe also, Jamie's smile will waver departure tax,
ay!

*

Fri 5th June, the club held a social at the Brewis stronghold by
Dingle Dell. The Pot luck dinner was bulgingly successful
preceded by Darrens video, lots of gossip and theories, ring and
ball and thingly puzzles, and nibbles and drinkies. Damn good
do!

*

Finally a thought:- Success comes before Work, only in the
dictionary
Central Chatterbox

NORTH WEST NEWS
@

Rowena Grenfell is really returning to England. She
leaves on Friday July 6th. We wish her all the very
best in the future. Goodbye and Good luck Rowena.

@

Responses to the Great Day O questionnaire will be
published in the next Mapsport. If any one who has not
responded still wishes to do so send it to Chris
O'Brien as soon as possible. So far wehave had 34
replies from 70. If you wish to have your suggestions
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considered be quick.
@

Planning is underway for the 1993 Great Day O. If you would like
to be involved in organising this event contact Chris O'Brien
phone (09) 4158932.

@

July Club meeting will be at Glen & Dave Middleton's home 24
Shanaway Rise, Glenfield on Thursday 2nd July. All welcome.
North West Newshound Stand-in

SOUTH AUCKLAND GOSSIP
#

On behalf of the club I would like to welcome Kathy
Newman and Shane Phillips to South Auckland Club.

#

And to farewell to Patrick and Janette Betty who
are leaving Auckland for Levin and to Bruce Hendrie
who is taking a year off orienteering.

#

Congratulations to Elsa Moen, she celebrated her 80th birthday
in April(sorry it's a bit late). The birthday also marks Elsa's
55 years of orienteering.

#

The club meetings are as
July 6th
Shukers
August 3rd
Linda Wilson
September 7th
John Robinson

#

For those people who wants to send their mail or money to the
Treasurer: Jeanette Boswell will have passed on to Rolf when you
see him at events, or make arrangements with Jeanette Boswell
herself.

#

We can't give an update on Sue Snedden because I'm not sure of
what she is doing in Europe.

#

A farewell to Tania Robinson and Rolf Boswell who are going to
Europe to compete in World Junior Champs and other various BIG
orienteering events.

#

Some results from the Queens Birthday event.
Tania Robinson
Ross Brighouse
Trish Aspin
Wayne Aspin
Rosemary Gatland
Shane Phillips

#

1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
2nd

W21E
M40A
W45A
M45A
W35A
M21B

And finally some results of Jim and Phyll's big adventure in Las
Vegas, Phyll came 2nd in the World Fire Fighter cross country
event and Jim pulled a calf muscle. That's all I have for the
moment.
South Auckland Gossip
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
I've just finished viewing an amateur home video on
orienteering. My perception of the sport as being
remarkably honest and uncompromising, unable to be
bastardised or commercialised by television, has now
been shattered.
The video was a "Monty Python" type satirical send up on various
aspects of the sport. The venue, Mamaku/Perimeter Rd forests. The
occasion, a junior development squad training camp. The players,
three uncouth 20-21 year olds, possibly delinquent, who think they
might have what it takes to succeed in the sport or should that be
film making(time will tell).
For an off the cuff and unrehearsed production it proved to be a
humorous and entertaining off beat video.
How one can now be serious about the concentration aspect of the
sport after viewing such a video will be very difficult. Visiting
manned controls and course drink stations in the future will never
be the same. Well done lads.
ARM.

FROM THE
ARCHlVES
With three OY's in July 1982 it was a busy month for
the Auckland Clubs. In the first on Waiuku No3 we see
that G Cory-Wright(1.8K in 38.00) completed in the
wayfarers event and Tania Robinson and Susie Sneddon
did the Novice course together. R Jessop won the M13-14
grade in 38.00 for 4.24Km.
Claypit Rd was the scene of a re-run of some of OY1 courses. The
M43 places were R Kitchener, J Fettes and G Bendall - an exact
reversal of the first event. They had to contend with 41 orienteers
who had entered the course with the fastest being R Wagner.
David Melrose won the last OY on Otakanini Topu beating John Rix
and Ray Eade beat Ross Brighouse, Rob Garden and David Miller for
the third place. The 1982 map bears little resemblance to today's
map. Although it has changed little, the runnability was a fast
walk/jog under low trees with the body in a question mark stance
while controls were best located when lying down at ground level.
Ken Browne

OY4 - PHOEBES LAKE
Whangarei Club have decided to offer 2 days of Orienteering for
this weekend to encourage Orienteers to stay overnight and enjoy
the OY on Sunday.
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Staurday 15th Aug - Map "Omu Creek". A relax and do your own thing
event, A 1:10000 map, 5 metre contours, coloured Young Pine
plantation, moderate to steep. Only 8Kms from Dargarville.
Start times 1.00pm to 3.00pm, course closure 4.30pm.
Course - 3 courses, between 1.5 -5.0km.
Directions - On entering Dargaville, turn right into SH14 towards
Whangarei. Approx 8Km, cross over railway bridge, take 1st left
turn into Ounuwhao Road. Start will be about 5Km down this road.
'O' signs will be up from Dargaville.
Accommodation:- Accommodation - Dormitory style will be available
at Dargaville School Hostel for up to 60 people. Approx cost will
probably be in the range $15-$18 a head for dinner, bed and
breakfast but costs to be firmed up later, Sleeping bags and pillow
cases be brought. Please phone Jan Cyprian, 09-439-8742 by 7th
August to book accommodation and confirm costs.
Sunday 16th August OY4
Start times will be from 10.00am - 1.00pm, course closure.
Directions from Dargaville, take Highway 12 out of town, leave
highway just west of Township at junction to Pouto and Te Koporu.
Follow signs to Pouto approx 48Km down this road. The road is
sealed except for two short metalled sections. From the start of
the second section of metalled road(near Kellys Bay turnoff) it is
5Km to the venue. Stay on the Pouto Rd.
We hope the availability of 2 days of orienteering will tempt you
all to come and enjoy the "Winterless"!! North.

THE 3 DAY BADGE EVENT
By W100
A day without error is a Red Letter Day indeed. As you know W100
has never been known to join The Club - more like Blues if
anything. So easy it is to start off with high hopes, "remember the
basics" thumb on the Map - follow the compass, orientate the map
etc, etc. Somewhere along the way one is so easily led astray by
the grace of a palm friend, the sighing and whisping of the pines,
the sun and shadow lighting a path and beckoning one on. So easy to
lose concentration on the orienteering, and consider the beauty of
the perfect knoll, the frothy pampas, the squishy undergrowth. One
can even get to admire that ankle catching mingi mingi.
Two good runs do not make a badge event win, a third is definity
needed.
On a day of first and melting warmth, I set out with high hopes a
compass and map and an ever decreasing set of brains. Numbers
1.2.3.4. loomed up like magic, pat on the back. No 5 proved elusive
in the extreme. I found tracks where no man went before, hills and
depressions and contours 90 degrees to my target area. Who shifted
the lay of the land? I did not even guess it could be infallible me
- that I could go 90 degrees wrong!! All I did(in hindsight) was to
forget to reset my compass at No 4. Oh well- Puff- start again. By
-6-

then I was pooped, puffed and perfectly aware that I was a
nincompoop of no mean order.
But just think what I saw on the way, a clearing of sunlight like a
pixie ring, complete with brown and white toadstool, a precipice
wide and deep and littered with old rotting logs and ghostly
voices, fungas and ferns and a silence so profound I really felt
as if every 'O'eer had gone home and left the forest to me and the
gnomes. Not an easy though, and I felt very grateful what I met a
gentleman rising out of the precipice who told me where I was. Not
that he was correct, but we bolstered each others ego and headed
for the road, home and another in different directions. I never saw
him again. So he still wandering the forest as I did in thought for
the next 3 days trying to figure out my 999th mistake after 18
years of Orienteering? Ah but what a great weekend - sunshine, fun,
energetic excerise plus!! and lots of friends to share ones joys
and sorrows with. Long live the 3 Day Badge Events.
W100

THE MAP-MAKER DILEMMA
The finding of a skeleton on a Muriwai map raises questions than
the answers.
1. Did Bryan Teahan find it? if so why isn't it on the map?
2. If he didn't find it what other places didn't he thoroughly
fieldworked it?
3. In either case how many other bodies are out there?
4. What would he have done if he did find it?
5. What is the IOS symbol for a body?

COURSE PLANNING - Get It Right
Over the last three years I've heard grumbles getting louder from
all sorts of growlers, over course setting. Well, there always a
moan over organisational trivia like slow results display, not
enough master-maps, and good heavens, the tiolet really hustles!
But perhaps I'll pick on that side in another issue. You know the
best days I've enjoyed, mainly because I think everybody did, were
the short-O that SA put on as supplement in the NZO.91 tour, the
recent NW Queens Birthday weekend, and more recently the last
colour code at Whites Lines set by the Development squad.
An OY4 at Woodcocks and a promotional at Temu certainly got my
thumbs-down rating. I know some out there will say it's nasty to
pick and choose like that, but hell, I've been criticised just like
others, so I'm having my go!
There seems general agreement that there is a lot of inconsistency,
that guidelines are often ignored, that very inexperienced planners
are often let loose without basics at club level, and although all
ages and levels seem to be suffering, women and juniors are being
particularly badly affected. Just go through all the results and
see where the majority of D.N.F'a abound. Obviously, the
-7-

PHOTOS
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Top Left: Paulette Ashmore and Warren Young playing with wooden
puzzles.
Top Right: Drinkies in the kitchen of Brewis's house.
Bottom Left: Club members watching Darren Ashmore's home-bake video
about orienteering.
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satisfaction of a sport like Orienteering relies heavily on the
quality of course planning and it seems to me that a number of
unfortunate results are already occurring from poor courses:1.

Competitor enjoyment is suffering

2.

Without consistency it is difficult for coaches and friends to
allocate newcomers to appropiate courses, which hinders take-up
of the sport.

3.

Less resilient orienteers tend to give up.

4.

It is difficult to coach and foster talent without a consistent
progression of difficulty in courses.

5.

At the elite end, our international progress is being hindered.

Personally I feel that Planners should have to qualify through the
grades of low key club promo's, with an instructional controller
guiding progress.
Indeed, the job of controlling is made difficult and sometimes
almost impossible when the controller has to start by educating the
planner in the philosophy and practice of planning before sitting
down to rethink courses into which a lot of misplaced work has
already been put.
Usually, a compromise results which satisfies no-one, least of all
the competitor.
A few basic elements of course setting are fading from view on some
of the bigger events and YES, even some of the longer courses of
promotionals.
An Orienteering course is defined by the start, controls, and
finish. Between these points, located precisely on map and terrain,
are the legs along which the competitor must navigate. The control
points are therefore a MEANS to turn the course, NOT an end in
themselves. Also each control must have a purpose ie the start and
end of good legs, OR, a turning device to set up a good leg.
Now the first leg should not be too demanding physically or
mentally - to give the competitor time to adept to map and terrain.
Finding controls should rely on navigational skill not luck. Not in
small pits unless other supporting features nearby are shown.
The last control may well be easy, and certainly NO more difficult
than the average.
Armchair planning comes AFTER close acquaintance with the terrain.
And finally, if you've never been a junior, or discussed a course
with juniors or women, DO SO. before setting their courses. The
result will make them happiers!!
Tony Nicholls

CLUB PRESIDENT PROFILE
Clive Bolt - Central Orienteering Club
Clive has been a members of Central Orienteering Club since 1975
during which time he has seen the sport grow from the early days of
hand drawn black and white maps of the rough forests of Maeitai and
Clevedon to the high quality maps of today. He has seen Central
Club almost falter and then grow steadily under the guidance of
people such as Ray Kitchener, John Rix, Tony Nicholas, Selwyn
Palmer, John Gregory to name just a few.
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Clive has a wife and three children who have all grown up with
orienteering since they were babies in a back pack. The whole
family now compete regularly in events.
Clive is an industrial chemist with a background in management and
strategic planning. He joined the committee of Central Orienteering
Club four years ago as secretary. His goals for the club are to
continue to develpo a sound base from which to pursue the club's
strategic plan to rpovide good quality forest maps and events for
all the members of the Auckland clubs. This he believes to be the
life blood of the sport.
His objectives for Central Club in 1992 are to develop an
social infra structure and club spirit and to continue the
of involving as many members as possible in events setting
support from experienced members and spreading of the work
according to individual skills.

improved
policy
through
load

Clive Bolt

TIMES SQUARE
Queen's Birthday 3 Day Event

WHITE LINES

14/6/92

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
F
Note

Course 4
Tom Davies
M
WL
1.47
3.23
7.42
7.55
7.39
1.11
3.41
8.59
1.06
3.03
7.57
3.55
3.10
6.27
4.13
3.50
9.40
3.37
3.37
6.37
1.02
2.42
0.44

51.35

52.25

OT
3.00
1.53
3.37
7.03
8.25
4.40
4.17
3.22
6.48
1.13
5.38
2.28
3.47
5.39
2.07
1.21
0.21
65.38

Course 6
TN (M55)
TN (M50)
OT
OT
2.09
2.10
0.58
0.42
1.30
1.50
1.32
1.34
4.48
4.48
2.41
2.56
3.33
3.08
4.43
4.17
3.03
2.35
5.05
3.15
3.26
3.33
1.36
1.58
1.01
1.03
0.06
0.07

36.13

M
Muriwai
WL Whites Line
OT Otakanini Topu
TN (M55) Tony Nicholls
TN (M50) Terry Nuthall
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33.47

Peter Godfrey
ORANGE [4.0 K]
4. OK
1.03
16.23
2.14
3.04
3.01
1.25
5.45
3.48
1.10
3.16
3.26
13.46
3.21
1.59

63.41

NOTICES
ADVANCE NOTICE
1992 NATIONAL JUNIOR TRAINING CAMP
DATE:
13-18 December 1992
VENUE : Finlay Park, Cambridge
WHO:
Aged between 13-16 years

REQUIRE
-

Trainee Coaches
Camp Manager
Camp Mum/Cook
Van Transport

Anyone who can offer the above services or require any
further information ; please contact Les Warren on
(07)8391214. Applications will be sent out in July 1992.

From Terry's Diary
HONG KONG CHAMPIONSHIPS - 26/4/92

I arrived at airport - extremely busy and crowded - with
huge queues for taxis and buses. On bus were South American
youths singing with drums. Could not hear any instructions
on bus but fortunately sensed I was near my hotel - no
booking. Luckily contacted Patrick Ng and I decided to
stay at Wanchai - heart of Susie Wong district.
Patrick picked me up at 7.40 next morning and we went to
Ma On Shan Country Park, 7km of trails, near Shatin City.
Disused iron ore and tin mines and abandoned villages some still inhabited until the old miners eventually die
off.
It was a misty morning as we walked to the start area 2km
up in the mountains.
Our numbers were our start times
with a different letter for each course. By the time I
got to the start perspiration was pouring off me. Start
was on a terrace formed from open cast mining and you
started in the mist. Could only see 100m ahead, sometimes
less at times. We were running through spring growth about
one metre high with many slippery boulders under foot.
It was quite treacherous. I was 100m short at the first
control and on the wrong ridge. Also had big trouble at
No. 3 in parallel features in the swirling mist. I then
decided to use trails - bit like cattle tracks but steep
parts had stone steps which were extremely tricky to run
over with rubber sprigs. There were also 140 people in
the Trim course who were just ambling along - you could
not pass because it was too rough. I tried going direct
-12-

a few times but the gullies I had to pass across were
greener than green.
I lost huge amounts of time when if
I had gone high, say 50/60 metres I would have been 10/15
minutes quicker on a couple of legs, I had been told that
we were running on a plateau!!!.
Apart from one area
incorporating two controls it was an uphill fight.
I
thought the overall course plan was good for a H45 event
but local knowledge would have been a distinct advantage.
Geoff Peck the mapper and setter lives just near the edge
of the map so knew the area well. He sends greetings to
Stan Foster.
My time for the 5.2k course was around 107 minutes
good enough to pick up the M45 1st runner-up trophy.
It was a well organised
80 members to APOL 1994.

event.

Hong

Kong

hope

to send

News from Japan next month.

Terry Nuthall

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
CONTROLS OUT OF CONTROL?
Is it too much to expect that controls carry identification that
corresponds with that given on the control description sheets? Is it
unreasonable to assume that if you come across a control numbered
differently from the one you are seeking, it will not be the one you
actually want? On the orange course at Whites Line on 14 June, it
would seem that the answer to both questions is Yes!
To specifics. When an orienteer arrives in the general vicinity of
control #2 and is looking for a control labelled 628 located on a
hilltop, he straightway finds a control 648 on one of several
hilltops in the vicinity. His first thought is that he won't fall for
that old trick. He goes off to check out the other summits in the
neighborhood, only to find that none of them has a control on it.
Bewildered, he wonders what is wrong with his navigation skills.
It is only once he has established where he is on the map beyond
doubt that he begins to wonder whether the control is at fault, not
him. It is an attractive idea but so unrealistic that there is no
option but to hunt on. But when a second orienteer turns up and has
the same problem, maybe it's not so implausible after all. Finally,
one has to make the BIG decision --- to give up searching and take
the risk of making the wrong choice and being disqualified.
-13-

but

Nine successful controls further on, the orienteer's confidence has
been restored, when a control flag is sighted in a depression in the
right general locality for control #12. However, it is marked 633
but the orienteer is looking for 623. After much fruitless searching
he comes back to the depression to find it now manned and now
officially renumbered 623!
Is it any wonder that orienteering
by only a small number? When such
ruin one's round, it is surprising
makes enough problems for oneself;
officials?

is a minor sport, taken seriously
Mickey Mouse things can happen to
that more people never return. One
who needs extra ones from the

Why should early starters be penalised, whereas later starters
receive the benefit of corrections which should be made before the
first runner leaves? Why should a runner who punches the control
without even checking the number before racing off, gain a huge
advantage over one who tries to find a non-existent control?
Why should these errors happen at all? Isn't the vetter meant to
check the setting out of controls? Or isn't there any checking done
these days? Or is it restricted to competitive events? What would
happen if such a screw-up occurred in an OY or a badge event? Would
the results be invalidated?
The Ex-Survivor

Since writing this letter it has been explained to the
correspondant by both the controller and co-ordinator that there
were extenuating circumstances on that particular day.
Ed - Still no excuse!!
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NEWCOMERS TO ORIENTEERING !
HAVE TOO SEEN THIS BOOKLET ?

This booklet is an excellent introduction to the in's and out's
of New Zealand orienteering. It gives a guide on how to enter
an event once you get there, the types of courses available
and their suitability for newcomers. It also tells how to use
a compass, how to read contours and some tips on making routechoices and chosing attack points. There is even a section on
what to do when you become temporarily lost !
It is on sale at most events for only 50c and is highly
recommended for those who are just starting in the sport of
orienteering.
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1992 Event For Auckland and Central District Areas
JULY

AUG

SEPT

OCT

NOV

SUN

5

SUN

12

C

Park

One Tree Hill

SA

NZ Secondary School
Champs

Waiuku

SUN

19

NW

OY2

Otakanini Topu

SUN

26

NW

Training Day

Otakanini Topu

SUN

26

T

CDOA OY5

Raroa

SUN

2

C

OY3

Temu Rd

SUN

9

C

Training Day

Temu Rd

SUN

16

WHO

OY4

Phoebes Lake

SUN

23

NW

Park

Muriwai

SUN

30

SA

OY5

Waiuku Forest

SUN

13

NW

OY6

Waterfalls

SUN

20

C

Park

Auckland Domain

SAT/SUN 19/20

CDOA Champs

Kawhia Forest

SUN

OY7 Short

27

C

O

Temu Rd

SAT/SUN 10/11

AOA Champs

Woodhill Forest

SUN

NW

AOA Relays

16 Mile

THURS 22

NW

Primary School Champs

Long Bay

SUN

25

PAPO

NZ Champs

Christchurch

SUN

8

SA

AOA Score Champs

SUN

15

Well

WOA Champs

Wellington

Additions to the AOA Membership List
Briffet
Newman
Phillips

John, Margaret
Cathy
Shane

SA

SA

298-7851
SA

486-1270

31 Pupuke Road, Takapuna.

12 Leatham Cres, Papakura.

28 Frobisher Way, Manurewa.
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Our experience
SAVES you money!
Chris Smith & Roger Barclay

Westpac Plaza, 151 Broadway, Newmarket, Auckland
Ph: 522 2351 Fax: 522 2347

MORE CENTRAL CHATTERBOX
Robert Jessop and Darren Ashmore wanting to stretch their legs after the long haul, ran in a
Swedish event which was above the timberline in a SNOWSTORM. Yes, they wore every
article of polypropylene they had. Furthermore, just so they didn't get too snug, a dog chewed
their tent to shreds; meaty stuff huh. Meanwhile Alistair Landels is forging along in the World
series. Over the 1st, 2nd and 3rd events he is holding 24th spot being the top nonScandinavian.
Shortly he is off to Germany and then to the Vienna 5 day and also the Italy 3 day events.
Incidentally Alistair has joined the Melanby Club, (which is Jorgen Martensen's also) and ran
the Jukda Relays in Finland.
The men's division had 1,146 teams of 7 members and started at 11p.m., a sort of natural
daylight saving, and Alistair ran the last leg starting at 6a.m. in 49th placing, then after a
splendid run finished in 35th spot so his club is very pleased with the effort. Even the women's
section had over 500 teams of 4 members each. The organisation is amazing!
Work effort is starting to pay off for Alistair and as his reputation is being built up he is getting
sponsored for clothing and shoes. He is training regularly with world champ Jorgen Martensen
and the weather is 1 day rain in four weeks and a constant temperature of 20°.
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